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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0964117A2] This invention concerns a store arrangement secured against breaking open for use by theft protection of large objects, for
example motorcycles, at its normal place of stay. The new by the invention consists of an articulated securing of lock system against breaking open
(1) which is used together with a shutting system constructed as an articulated or linked grid cage (19) in which the object, for example motorcycles
desired to be protected against theft, is placed within. The grid cage and the securing of lock system against breaking open is constructed in such
a way that it is secured against being broken open, as all links and mounting screw bolts are fixed when the securing of the lock system is locked.
In order to function, the invention only has to use wall for erection and mounting. The invention has a height preventing the object desied to be
protected against theft to be lifted over the grid cage. The invention as a whole is made in a very hard steel material, which only can be broken
through with a special cutting tool. <IMAGE>
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